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INVARIANT SUBSPACES FOR FRÉCHET SPACES WITHOUT
CONTINUOUS NORM
QUENTIN MENET
Abstract. Let pX, ppjqq be a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis and with-
out continuous norm, where ppjq is an increasing sequence of seminorms in-
ducing the topology of X. We show that X satisfies the Invariant Subspace
Property if and only if there exists j0 ě 1 such that ker pj`1 is of finite codi-
mension in ker pj for every j ě j0.
1. Introduction
A Fréchet space X satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property if every operator
T P LpXq possesses a non-trivial invariant subspace, i.e. a closed subspace M
different from t0u and X such that TM Ă M . It is an important question in
functional analysis to determine if a space X satisfies this property. Thanks to
Enflo and Read, we know that there exist separable infinite-dimensional Banach
spaces that do not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property [4, 5, 14]. For instance,
the spaces ℓ1pNq and c0pNq do not satisfy this property [15, 16]. On the other hand,
there exist separable infinite-dimensional Banach spaces that satisfy the Invariant
Subspace Property [1]. However, a characterization of Banach spaces satisfying
the Invariant Subspace Property is still far from being found. In particular, it
is not known if separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces satisfy the Invariant
Subspace Property and this problem is called the Invariant Subspace Problem.
Fréchet spaces are a natural generalization of Banach spaces where the topology
is not necessarily given by one norm but can be given by an increasing sequence of
norms or, more generally, by an increasing sequence of seminorms. These spaces
can be divided into three families:
‚ Banach spaces;
‚ Non-normable Fréchet spaces with continuous norm;
‚ Fréchet spaces without continuous norm.
Moreover, Fréchet spaces without continuous norm pX, ppjqq can still be divided
into two subfamilies regarding the codimension of ker pj`1 in ker pj .
We can therefore wonder which Fréchet spaces satisfy the Invariant Subspace
Property. Both behaviors can also be found among (non-normable) Fréchet spaces.
There exist separable infinite-dimensional non-normable Fréchet spaces that satisfy
the Invariant Subspace Property [11, 13] and a classical example is given by ω,
which is the space of all complex sequences endowed with the seminorms pjpxq “
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maxnďj |xn|, and, on the other hand, there exist separable infinite-dimensional non-
normable Fréchet spaces that do not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property [2, 3].
Classical examples of such spaces are the space of entire functions HpCq and the
Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions s [6, 7, 8].
A first study trying to determine which non-normable Fréchet spaces satisfy the
Invariant Subspace Property was recently carried out [12]. For separable infinite-
dimensional non-normable Fréchet spaces with continuous norm, it was shown that
a lot of them do not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property and for Fréchet spaces
without continuous norm pX, ppjqq, it was proved that if for every j ě j0, ker pj`1
is a subspace of finite codimension in ker pj then X satisfies the Invariant Subspace
Property. This last result means that if Y is a Fréchet space with a continuous
norm then ω ‘ Y satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property. In particular, the
spaces ω‘ ℓ1pNq and ω ‘ ℓ2pNq satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property. However,
we could not determine if a Fréchet space without continuous norm that do not
meet the above condition satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property. The goal of
this paper consists in investigating these spaces in order to characterize Fréchet
spaces without continuous norm that satisfy the Invariant Subspace Property.
A first result concerning this subfamily of Fréchet spaces without continuous
norm was obtained by Goliński and Przestacki [9]. Indeed, they proved that the
space of smooth functions on the real line does not satisfy the Invariant Subspace
Property. We will use several key ideas of this paper to show the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let pX, ppjqq be a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis and without
continuous norm, where ppjq is an increasing sequence of seminorms inducing the
topology of X. The space X satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property if and only
if there exists j0 ě 1 such that ker pj`1 is of finite codimension in ker pj for every
j ě j0.
In view of Theorem 2.1 in [12], one of the two implications is already known, and
we only need to prove that if for every j0 ě 1, there exists j ě j0 such that ker pj`1
is of infinite codimension in ker pj then X does not satisfy the Invariant Subspace
Property. In other words, if for every j0 ě 1, there exists j ě j0 such that ker pj`1
is of infinite codimension in ker pj, we have to be able to construct an operator on
X without non-trivial invariant subspaces. This will be done in Section 3.
An interesting application of Theorem 1.1 concerns Fréchet spaces XN where if
pX, pqjqq is a Fréchet space, we endow the spaceXN with the seminorms pjppxnqnq “
maxtqjpxnq : n ď ju.
Corollary 1.2. Let X be a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis. The space XN
satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property if and only if X is finite-dimensional or
isomorphic to ω.
In particular, we deduce that the space pℓ2pNqqN does not satisfy the Invariant
Subspace Property.
2. Properties of Schauder basis
The goal of this paper consists in showing that if pX, ppjqq is a Fréchet space
with a Schauder basis and without continuous norm such that ker pj`1 is of infinite
codimension in ker pj for infinitely many j then there exists an operator T on X
such that each non-zero vector x in X is cyclic for T , i.e. spantT nx : n ě 0u is dense
in X . We will always assume in this paper that the sequence ppjq is increasing.
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The construction of such an operator will rely on the ideas of Read and requires
the existence of a Schauder basis. Therefore we first recall the following inequalities
satisfied by Schauder basis.
Theorem 2.1 ([10, Theorem 6 (p. 298)]). Let pX, ppjqjq be a Fréchet space with a
Schauder basis penqně0. Then for every j ě 1, there exist Cj ą 0 and J ě 1 such
that for every M ď N , for every x0, . . . , xN P K,
pj
´ Mÿ
n“0
xnen
¯
ď CjpJ
´ Nÿ
n“0
xnen
¯
.
These inequalities will be mainly used to get that if x “
ř8
n“0 xnen then
pjpxnenq “ pjp
nÿ
m“0
xmem´
n´1ÿ
m“0
xmemq ď pjp
nÿ
m“0
xmemq`pjp
n´1ÿ
m“0
xmemq ď 2CjpJ pxq.
The values pjpenq are thus directly affected by the properties of kernels of our
seminorms.
Theorem 2.2. Let pX, ppjqjě1q be a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis penqně0.
If for every j0, there exists j ě j0 such that ker pj`1 is a subspace of infinite
codimension in ker pj then for every j0, there exists j ě j0 such that
|tn ě 0 : pj0penq “ 0 and pjpenq ą 0u| “ 8.
Proof. Let j0 ě 1. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there exists J ą j0 and Cj0
such that for every n ě 0, every x P X with x “
ř8
k“0 xkek, we have
pj0pxnenq ď 2Cj0pJpxq.
By assumption, there also exists j ě J such that ker pj`1 is of infinite codimension
in ker pj. Therefore, for every N ě 0, there exists xpNq “
ř8
n“N x
pNq
n en P X such
that pjpxpNqq “ 0 and pj`1pxpNqq ą 0. Finally, since pj`1pxpNqq ą 0, there exists
n ě N such that xpNqn ‰ 0 and pj`1penq ą 0, and we get
pj0penq “
pj0px
pNq
n enq
|x
pNq
n |
ď 2Cj0
pJpx
pNqq
|x
pNq
n |
ď 2Cj0
pjpx
pNqq
|x
pNq
n |
“ 0.
In other words, the set tn ě 0 : pj0penq “ 0 and pj`1penq ą 0u is infinite. 
3. Construction of an operator without invariant subspaces
Let pX, ppjqq be a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis penqně0 and without
continuous norm such that ker pj`1 is of infinite codimension in ker pj for infinitely
many j. In view of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we can assume without loss of generality
that ppjq is an increasing sequence of seminorms such that for every j ě 1, there
exists Cj ě 1 such that for every M ď N , every x0, . . . , xN P K,
(3.1) pj
´ Mÿ
n“0
xnen
¯
ď Cjpj`1
´ Nÿ
n“0
xnen
¯
,
and such that for every j ě 1,
(3.2) |tn ě 0 : pjpenq “ 0 and pj`1penq ą 0u| “ 8.
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Moreover, we will assume that pCjq is an increasing sequence and for every j ě 1,
we will denote by Ej the set tn ě 0 : pjpenq “ 0 and pj`1penq ą 0u and by
E0 “ tn ě 0 : p1penq ą 0u.
Our construction of an operator without non-trivial invariant subspaces will be
based on the construction of Read applied to multiples of the basis penqně0 which
we will reorder in a suitable way. We will denote by punqně0 the sequence obtained
by this reordering and we will then consider the map T : spantuj : j ě 0u Ñ
spantuj : j ě 0u defined by
T ju0 “
"
uj ` T
j´anu0 if j P ran, an `∆nq;
uj otherwise.
The sequences p∆nqně0 and panqně1 will be determined by induction such that
∆0 “ 0, ∆1 “ 1 and ∆n`1 “ an `∆n for every n ě 1 and we will assume that the
sequence panq grows sufficiently rapidly to get
(3.3) 2∆n`1 ă an`1.
For technical reasons, we will also need to consider a sequence pNnqně1 of positive
integers such that for every n ě 1, Nn ď n and such that for every i P N, there
exists an infinity of integers n such that Nn “ i.
The goal of this section consists in showing that for a convenient reordering punq
of multiples of the basis penq and for a good choice of the sequence panq, the operator
T can be extended on X and does not possess non-trivial invariant subspaces. We
will thus assume that en “ λσpnquσpnq where σ is a bijection on Z` and λm ‰ 0 for
every m. Moreover, we will select the elements pujq so that for every n ě 2, there
exists sn ě 0 such that
(3.4) tλ0u0, . . . , λ∆n´1u∆n´1u Ą te0, . . . , esnu
and
(3.5) tλ0u0, . . . , λ∆n´1u∆n´1uzte0, . . . , esnu Ă kerppn`2q.
Note that (3.4) is equivalent to require that r0, sns Ă σ´1pr0,∆nqq and that (3.5)
means that σ´1pr0,∆nqqzr0, sns Ă
Ť
měn`2Em. Moreover, since σ is a bijection,
we have that psnq tends to 8. The construction of the reordering pujqjě1 will be
divided along the intervals r∆n,∆n`1q.
As usual, we note that u0 is a cyclic vector for T and that we can compute the
vectors Tuj for every j ě 0 from the iterates of u0 under the action of T as follows:
Tuj “
$&
%
uan ` u0 if j “ an ´ 1;
uan`∆n ´ u∆n if j “ an `∆n ´ 1;
uj`1 otherwise.
The map T can be extended continuously on X under the following conditions.
Lemma 3.1 (Continuity). Assume that
(1) for every 1 ď l ď n, every j P r∆n, anq, we have
(3.6) pl`1pujq ě 2j`1plpuj`1q,
and for every 1 ď l ď n, every j P ran,∆n`1 ´ 1q, we have
(3.7) pl`1pujq ě ∆n2
∆nplpuj`1q,
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(2) for every n ě 1, we have
(3.8) p1puan´1q ą 2
anpnpu0q
(3) for every n ě 1, we have
(3.9) pnpu∆nq “ 0, pn`1pu∆nq ą 0 and pn`1puan`∆n´1q ą 0.
(4) for every j ě 0, every l ě 1,
(3.10) pl`1pujq “ 0 ñ plpuj`1q “ 0.
Then the map T can be uniquely extended to a continuous operator on X satisfying
for every N ě 1, every x P X,
pNpTxq ď 8CN`1LNpN`2pxq,
where CN`1 is given by (3.1) and LN only depends on tu0, . . . , u∆N`1´1u.
Proof. Let N ě 1 and
LN “ maxt2
jpNpTujq{pN`1pujq : pN`1pujq ‰ 0, j ă ∆N`1 ´ 1u ` 1.
It follows that for every j ă ∆N`1 ´ 1 such that pN`1pujq ‰ 0, we get
pN pTujq ď 2
´jLNpN`1pujq.
In particular, this is the case for j “ an ´ 1 with n ď N in view of (3.8) and for
j “ an`∆n´ 1 with n ă N in view of (3.9). Moreover, it follows from (3.10) that
for every j ă ∆N`1 ´ 1 such that Tuj “ uj`1, we have
pN pTujq ď 2
´jLNpN`1pujq.
We can thus conclude that for every j ă ∆N`1 ´ 1,
pN pTujq ď 2
´jLNpN`1pujq.
On the other hand, if j ě ∆N`1 ´ 1 and Tuj “ uj`1, it follows from (3.6) that
if j P r∆n, an ´ 1q for some n ě N ` 1 then
pN pTujq ď 2
´jpN`1pujq ď 2
´jLNpN`1pujq
and it follows from (3.7) that if j P ran,∆n`1 ´ 1q for some n ě N ` 1 then
pN pTujq ď ∆
´1
n 2
´∆npN`1pujq ď ∆
´1
n 2
´∆nLNpN`1pujq.
Finally, if j “ an ´ 1 with n ě N ` 1, it follows from (3.6) and (3.8) that
pN pTuan´1q “ pN puan ` u0q ď 2
´anpN`1puan´1q ` 2
´anp1puan´1q
ď 2´an`1LNpN`1puan´1q
and if j “ an `∆n ´ 1 with n ě N , it follows from (3.9) that
pN pTuan`∆n´1q “ pN pu∆n`1 ´ u∆nq “ 0.
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Therefore, if we consider x “
ř8
m“0 xmem, we can then let Tx “
ř8
m“0 xmTem
and we have
pNpTxq
ď
8ÿ
m“0
pN pT pxmemqq
ď LN
¨
˝ 8ÿ
m“0
1
2σpmq
pN`1pxmemq `
8ÿ
n“N`1
ÿ
m:σpmqPran,∆n`1´1q
1
∆n2∆n
pN`1pxmemq
˛
‚
ď 2LNCN`1
¨
˝ 8ÿ
m“0
1
2σpmq
pN`2pxq `
8ÿ
n“N`1
ÿ
m:σpmqPran,∆n`1´1q
1
∆n2∆n
pN`2pxq
˛
‚
ď 8LNCN`1pN`2pxq.

Before continuing the construction of our operator T , it is necessary to do some
remarks concerning the above theorem. We first notice that for every n ě 1, every
j P r∆n, anq, if σ´1pj ` 1q P En then (3.6) is satisfied. Such a choice will be done
for every j P r∆n, 2∆nq while we will choose σ´1pan ´ 1q P E0 so that (3.8) can
be satisfied. This will not contradict (3.10) since this last condition means that for
every j, if σ´1pjq P Emj and σ
´1pj` 1q P Emj`1 then mj`1 ě mj ´ 1. The indexes
mj can thus decrease from n to 0 on each block r∆n, anq if an is sufficiently big.
Moreover, (3.10) for j “ an `∆n ´ 1 follows from (3.9) since pn`1puan`∆n´1q ą 0
and pn`1puan`∆nq “ 0. This fact will be important because we will fix the elements
uj block by block along the intervals r∆n,∆n`1q and we want that the conditions
to be satisfied by the elements in r∆n,∆n`1q do not depend from the elements
uj for j ě ∆n`1. It is also interesting to precise that we will fix the elements uj
for j P ran,∆n`1q before knowing the exact value of an. This explains why the
condition (3.7) is different to the condition (3.6). Finally, in comparison to the case
of Fréchet spaces with continuous norm, we needed to add (3.10) since we do not
deal with norms.
Given P pT q “
řd
n“0 ρnT
n, we will denote by |P | the sum
řd
n“0 |ρn|. The
following key lemma (see for instance [8, Lemma 3]) gives the existence of a finite
family of polynomials pPlqlďL allowing to approach u0 by PlpT qpyq for every y in a
suitable compact set. In the case of Fréchet spaces with continuous norm [12], the
considered compact sets were given by
Kn “
!
y P spanpu0, . . . , utn´1q : p1pyq ď 3{2 and p1pτnyq ě 1{2
)
for some map τ and some increasing sequence ptnq. Unfortunately, if p1 is not
a norm on spanpu0, . . . , utn´1q, these sets Kn are not necessarily compact. This
explains why in the paper [12], we have restricted our study to Fréchet spaces with
continuous norm.
Lemma 3.2. Let ε ą 0, let a and t be positive integers with t ą a and pγ0, . . . , γt´1q
be a perturbed canonical basis of spanpu0, . . . , ut´1q satisfying
γ0 “ u0 and γa “ εua ` u0.
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Let } ¨ } be a norm on spantuj : j ě 0u and K Ă spanpu0, . . . , ut´1q be a compact
set in the induced topology such that ν :“ a´ valγpKq ě 0.
Then there is a number D ě 1 satisfying
t´1ÿ
j“0
|λj | ď D for every y “
t´1ÿ
j“0
λjγj P K
and a finite family of polynomials pPlq
L
l“1 satisfying for every 1 ď l ď L,
val Pl ě ν, degPl ă t and |Pl| ď D
such that for any y P K there is 1 ď l ď L such that for each perturbed forward
shift T : spantuj : j ě 0u Ñ spantuj : j ě 0u satisfying T ju0 “ γj for every
1 ď j ď t´ 1, we have
}PlpT qy ´ u0} ď 2ε}ua} `D max
tďjă2t
}T ju0}.
Remark 3.3. We recall that by a perturbed canonical basis of spanpu0, . . . , ut´1q,
we mean a family pγ0, . . . , γt´1q satisfying for every 0 ď j ď t´ 1, γj “
řj
l“0 µj,lul
with µj,j ‰ 0 and by a forward shift T : spantuj : j ě 0u Ñ spantuj : j ě 0u, we
mean an operator T satisfying for every j ě 0, Tuj “
řj`1
l“0 λj,lul with λj,j`1 ‰ 0.
Note that the norm } ¨ } in the above lemma has only to be a norm on spantuj :
j ě 0u and not on X . This fact was successfully used by Golinski and Przestacki
in their study of the space of smooth functions on the real line [9]. We adapt this
idea and consider the sequence of compact sets pKnqně1 given by
Kn “
!
y P spanpu0, . . . , u∆n`1´1q : }y}1 ď 3{2 and }τny}1 ě 1{2
)
where, for every x P spantuj : j ě 0u “ spanten : n ě 0u, if x “
ř8
n“0 xnen,
}x}1 “ p1pxq `
ÿ
jě0
1
Cj`1
ÿ
nPEj
1
2n
pj`1pxnenq
and where for every n ě 1,
τn
´∆n`1´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0
¯
“
an´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0.
We remark that } ¨ }1 is a well-defined norm on spantuj : j ě 0u “ spanten : n ě 0u
since
Ť
jě0 Ej “ Z` and each set Kn is thus compact.
Lemma 3.2 will be applied to sets Kn and to norms }¨}Nn where for every N ě 1,
the norm } ¨ }N is defined on spanten : n ě 0u by
(3.11)
›››››
8ÿ
n“0
xnen
›››››
N
“ pN pxq `
ÿ
jě0
1
Cj`1
ÿ
nPEj
1
2n
pj`1pxnenq.
This choice of norms allows us to get for every x P spantuj : j ě 0u “ spanten :
n ě 0u, pN pxq ď }x}N but also to control }en}N by considering n P EN with n
sufficiently big.
Since an´valpKnq ě 1 in the basis tu0, . . . , T∆n`1´1u0u in view of the definition
of τn, we can apply Lemma 3.2 to Kn in order to get the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.4. For every n ě 1, there exist Dn ě 1 satisfying
∆n`1´1ÿ
j“0
|yj| ď Dn for every y “
∆n`1´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0 P Kn
and a family of polynomials Pn “ pPn,kq
kn
k“1 satisfying
valpPn,kq ě 1, degpPn,kq ă ∆n`1 and |Pn,k| ď Dn
such that for each y P Kn, there exists 1 ď k ď kn such that
}Pn,kpT qy ´ u0}Nn ď 2}uan}Nn `Dn max
∆n`1ďjă2∆n`1
}uj}Nn .
Moreover, Dn and Pn only depend on tu0, . . . , u∆n`1´1u.
We recall that our goal consists in showing that under some conditions on the
sequences panq and punq, the operator T has no non-trivial invariant subspace or,
in other words, that every non-zero vector x is cyclic under the action of T . Since,
by definition of T , we already know that u0 is cyclic, it will suffice to prove that for
every N ě 1, every ε ą 0, there exists a polynomial Q such that pN pQpT qx´u0q ă
ε. This polynomial Q will be obtained thanks to Corollary 3.4. In fact, we will show
that every non-zero vector x can be divided into two parts so that some multiple
of the first part belongs to Kn for some n (Lemma 3.5) and the second part does
not perturb the desired estimation (Lemma 3.6).
Lemma 3.5 (Sets Kn). If for every n ě 1, every j P ran, an `∆nq,
(3.12) σ´1pjq P ENn and pNn`1pujq ě 2
∆n}T j´anu0}1,
then for every x P Xzt0u, there exists M ą 0 such that for every integer N ě 1,
every increasing sequence pnkq such that Nnk “ N , we have that for all but finitely
many k, there exists Mk ěM such that
π
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x
Mk
P Knk
where π
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x “
ř
lPσ´1pr0,∆nk`1qq
xlel if x “
ř8
l“0 xlel.
Proof. We recall that
Kn “
!
y P spanpu0, . . . , u∆n`1´1q : }y}1 ď 3{2 and }τny}1 ě 1{2
)
and that
τn
´∆n`1´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0
¯
“
an´1ÿ
j“0
yjT
ju0.
Let n ě 1. We start by computing }τnuj}1 for every j P r0,∆n`1q.
‚ If j ă an then τnuj “ uj .
‚ If j P ran, an `∆nq then τnuj “ ´T j´anu0 and thus by (3.12)
}τnuj}1 “ }T
j´anu0}1 ď
1
2∆n
pNn`1pujq.
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Let y “
ř∆n`1´1
j“0 yjuj . We deduce that›››››τn
˜
∆n`1´1ÿ
j“an
yjuj
¸›››››
1
ď
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“an
}yjτnuj}1 ď
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“an
1
2∆n
pNn`1pyjujq
ď
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“an
2CNn`1
2∆n
pNn`2pyq ď
2∆nCNn`1
2∆n
pNn`2pyq
where CNn`1 is given by (3.1). On the other hand, since Nn ě 1 and σ
´1pjq P ENn
for every j P ran, an `∆nq, it follows from (3.4) that›››››
∆n`1´1ÿ
j“an
yjuj
›››››
1
“
1
CNn`1
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“an
1
2σ
´1pjq
pNn`1pyjujq
ď
1
CNn`1
an`∆n´1ÿ
j“an
2CNn`1
2σ
´1pjq
pNn`2pyq
ď
ÿ
kěminpσ´1ran,an`∆nqq
1
2k´1
pNn`2pyq
ď
1
2sn´1
pNn`2pyq.
Let x P Xzt0u with x “
ř8
l“0 xlel. We let π
peq
r0,sspxq “
řs
l“0 xlel for every s ě 0. Let
M “ }π
puq
r0,∆m0`1q
x}1 where the index m0 is chosen so that M ą 0. Let N ě 1 and
let pnkq be an increasing sequence such that Nnk “ N . We let Mk “ }π
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x}1
and we remark that Mk ě M when nk ě m0. If π
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x “
ř∆nk`1´1
i“0 yjuj , it
then follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that
}τnkπ
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x}1 “
››››››τnk
¨
˝ank´1ÿ
i“0
yjuj
˛
‚` τnk
¨
˝∆nk`1´1ÿ
i“ank
yjuj
˛
‚
››››››
1
ě
››››››
ank´1ÿ
i“0
yjuj
››››››
1
´
››››››τnk
¨
˝∆nk`1´1ÿ
i“ank
yjuj
˛
‚
››››››
1
ě }π
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x}1 ´
››››››
∆nk`1
´1ÿ
i“ank
yjuj
››››››
1
´
2∆nkCN`1
2∆nk
pN`2pπ
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
xq
ěMk ´
1
2snk´1
pN`2pπ
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
xq ´
2∆nkCN`1
2∆nk
pN`2pπ
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
xq
“Mk ´
1
2snk´1
pN`2pπ
peq
r0,snk`1s
xq ´
2∆nkCN`1
2∆nk
pN`2pπ
peq
r0,snk`1s
xq
since N “ Nnk ď nk by definition of pNnq. Finally, since ppmpπ
peq
r0,snk`1s
xqqk is
bounded for every m, we conclude that for all but finitely many k, Mk ě M and
}τnkπ
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x}1 ě
Mk
2
, and therefore that
pi
puq
r0,∆nk`1
q
x
Mk
P Knk . 
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We recall that at the beginning of this section, we have assumed that the sequence
pCjq given by (3.1) is increasing. This assumption was done in order to simplify
the statement of the following lemma. For the same reason, we will also assume
that the sequence pDnqně1 given by Corollary 3.4 is increasing.
Lemma 3.6 (Tails). Assume that for every n ě 2, every j P r∆n,∆n`1q,
(1) for every l ď n, every 1 ď r ă ∆n, if j P r∆n, anq then
(3.13) pl`1pujq ě 2
j`1Cn`1Dn´1plpuj`rq;
and if j P ran,∆n`1q and j ` r ă ∆n`1 then
(3.14) pl`1pujq ě ∆n2∆n`1Cn`1Dn´1plpuj`rq;
(2) if j P r∆n, 2∆nq then
(3.15) pnpujq “ 0;
(3) if j P ran ´∆n, anq then
(3.16) p1pujq ě 2j`1Cn`1Dn´1 sup
mă∆n
pnpT
mu0q.
Then for every n ě 1, every polynomial P with valpP q ě 1, degpP q ă ∆n`1 and
|P | ď Dn, every x P spantej : σpjq ě ∆n`1u, we have
pNnpP pT qxq ď 4pNn`2pxq.
Proof. Let n ě 2 and j P r∆n,∆n`1q. Let 2 ď m ď n and 1 ď r ă ∆m. If
j P r∆n, an ´ rq then it follows from (3.13) that
pNm´1pT
rujq “ pNm´1puj`rq ď
1
2j`1CNm´1`1Dm´1
pNm´1`1pujq.
If j P ran ´ r, anq then it follows from (3.13) and (3.16) that
pNm´1pT
rujq “ pNm´1puj`r ` T
j`r´anu0q
ď
1
2j`1CNm´1`1Dm´1
pNm´1`1pujq `
1
2j`1CNm´1`1Dm´1
p1pujq
ď
1
2jCNm´1`1Dm´1
pNm´1`1pujq.
On the other hand, if j P ran, an `∆n ´ rq then it follows from (3.14) that
pNm´1pT
rujq “ pNm´1puj`rq ď
1
∆n2∆n`1CNm´1`1Dm´1
pNm´1`1pujq.
Finally, if j P ran`∆n´ r, an`∆nq then j` r P ran`∆n, an`1q since an` 2∆n ă
2∆n`1 ă an`1 by (3.3) and it follows from (3.15) that
pNm´1pT
rujq “ pNm´1puj`r ´ uj`r´anq “ 0
since j ` r P r∆n`1, 2∆n`1q and j ` r ´ an P r∆n, 2∆nq.
Let n ě 1 and let P be a polynomial with valpP q ě 1, degpP q ă ∆n`1 and
|P | ď Dn. It follows from the previous inequalities that if x “
ř
j:σpjqě∆n`1
xjej
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then
pNnpP pT qxq ď |P | max
1ďră∆n`1
pNnpT
rxq
ď Dn
ÿ
j:σpjqě∆n`1
|xj | max
1ďră∆n`1
pNnpT
rejq
ď Dn
¨
˝ ÿ
j:σpjqě∆n`1
1
2σpjqCNn`1Dn
|xj |pNn`1pejq
`
ÿ
měn`1
ÿ
j:σpjqPram ,am`∆mq
1
∆m2∆m`1CNn`1Dn
|xj |pNn`1pejq
˛
‚
ď
¨
˝ ÿ
j:σpjqě∆n`1
1
2σpjq´1
`
ÿ
měn`1
1
2∆m
˛
‚pNn`2pxq ď 4pNn`2pxq.

Remark 3.7. Since for condition (3.7) in Lemma 3.1, the reason to consider condi-
tion (3.14) relies on the fact that the value of an will not be known when we will
fix the elements uj for j P ran,∆n`1q.
Thanks to all these lemmas, we are now able to write a list of conditions such
that if the sequence punqně0 satisfies each of these conditions then T admits no
non-trivial invariant subspace.
Lemma 3.8 (Final result). Under the assumptions (3.4)-(3.5), (3.6)-(3.10), (3.12)
and (3.13)-(3.16), if for every n ě 1, we have
(3.17) }uan}Nn ď
1
2n
and for every ∆n`1 ď j ă 2∆n`1, we have
(3.18) }uj}Nn ď
1
2nDn
then every non-zero vector in X is cyclic for T and thus T has no non-trivial
invariant subspace.
Proof. Let x P Xzt0u. LetN ě 1. Since u0 is a cyclic vector for T , it suffices to show
that there exists a sequence of polynomial pQkqk such that pN pQkpT qx´ u0q Ñ 0
in order to deduce that x is cyclic for T .
Let pnkq be an increasing sequence such that Nnk “ N . By Lemma 3.5, there
exists M ą 0 such that for all but finitely many k, there exists Mk ěM such that
y :“
π
puq
r0,∆nk`1q
x
Mk
P Knk .
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By Corollary 3.4, there then exists a polynomial Pnk,l with valpPnk,lq ě 1, degpPnk,lq ă
∆nk`1 and |Pnk,l| ď Dnk such that
pN pPnk,lpT qy ´ u0q ď }Pnk,lpT qy ´ u0}N
ď 2}uank }N `Dnk max∆nk`1ďjă2∆nk`1
}uj}N
ď
3
2nk
by (3.17) and (3.18).
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that
pN pPnk,lpT qπ
puq
r∆nk`1,`8q
xq ď 4pN`2pπ
puq
r∆nk`1,`8q
xq
where πpuqr∆nk`1,`8q
x is given by x´ πpuqr0,∆nk`1q
x. Since Nn ď n for every n ě 1, we
conclude thanks to (3.5) that
pNp
1
Mk
Pnk,lpT qx´ u0q ď pN pPnk,lpT qy ´ u0q ` pN p
1
Mk
Pnk,lpT qpπ
puq
r∆nk`1,`8q
xqq
ď
3
2nk
`
4
M
pN`2pπ
puq
r∆nk`1,`8q
xq
“
3
2nk
`
4
M
pN`2pπ
peq
psnk`1,`8q
xq Ñ 0,
where πpeqpsnk`1,`8q
x “
ř`8
l“snk`1`1
xlel if x “
ř8
l“0 xlel. Each non-zero vector in
X is thus cyclic for T and therefore T does not possess any non-trivial invariant
subspace. 
We are now able to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first recall that if there exists j0 ě 1 such that ker pj`1
is a subspace of finite codimension in ker pj for every j ě j0 then X satisfies the
Invariant Subspace Property ([12, Theorem 2.1]).
On the other hand, if we assume that pX, ppjqq is a Fréchet space with a Schauder
basis penqně0 and without continuous norm such that ker pj`1 is of infinite codi-
mension in ker pj for infinitely many j, then we can assume without loss of general-
ity that (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied and in view of Lemma 3.8, it remains to prove
that it is possible to construct a sequence pujqjě1 satisfying (3.4)-(3.5), (3.6)-(3.10),
(3.12), (3.13)-(3.16) and (3.17)-(3.18).
To this end, we first let u0 “ ei0 and u1 “ ei1 with i0 ‰ i1 and i0, i1 P E1 so that
(3.9) is satisfied for n “ 1 and (3.10) is satisfied for j “ 0. We recall that ∆0 “ 0
and that ∆1 “ 1. We then select an index ia1 R ti0, i1u with ia1 P EN1 “ E1
sufficiently big so that by letting ua1 “
2
∆1}u0}1
pN1`1peia1 q
eia1 , we get (3.9), (3.12) and
(3.17), i.e.
p2pua1q ą 0, pN1`1pua1q ě 2
∆1}u0}1 and }ua1}N1 “ }ua1}1 “
2∆1}u0}1
2ia1C2
ď
1
2
.
Note that the choice of the index ia1 is independent of the value of a1. We now
select 4 distinct indices K “ tk0, k1, k2, k3u different to i0, i1 and ia1 with kl P El.
Let s2 “ maxti0, i1, ia1 , k0, k1, k2, k3u. We can complete the family K so that
‚ K X ti0, i1, ia1u “ H
‚ K Y ti0, i1, ia1u Ą r0, s2s,
‚ if j P K and j ą s2 then j P El for some l ě 4,
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‚ for every l ě 1, if K X El ‰ H then K X Em ‰ H for every m ă l.
We then let a1 “ |K|`2 and for each n P p1, a1q, we take for un a non-zero multiple
of es with s P K so that (3.6), (3.8) and (3.10) are satisfied. More precisely, we
consider an enumeration pijq1ăjăa1 of K such that if ij P Es then ij`1 P EsYEs´1
and we let uj “ αjeij . We can then deduce that (3.10) is satisfied for every j ă a1
and we can choose αj sufficiently big to get (3.6) for every ∆1 ď j ď a1 ´ 1 and to
get (3.8) for n “ 1 since ia1´1 P E0. We conclude that the family tu0, . . . , u∆2´1u
satisfies (3.4)-(3.5), (3.6)-(3.10), (3.12) and (3.17). Note that conditions (3.13)-
(3.16) and (3.18) only concern the indices bigger than ∆2.
We continue the construction of pukqkě0 by induction along the intervals r∆n,∆n`1q.
We thus assume that u0, ...u∆n´1 have been chosen for some n ě 2 so that (3.4)-
(3.5), (3.6)-(3.10), (3.12), (3.13)-(3.16) and (3.17)-(3.18) are satisfied. We will di-
vide the selection of elements uj for j P r∆n,∆n`1q into three steps: r∆n, 2∆nq,
ran, an `∆nq and r2∆n, anq.
Let Dn´1 be the real number given by Corollary 3.4. We first select ∆n distinct
indices pijqjPr∆n,2∆nq different from the indices already selected such that ij P En
for every j P r∆n, 2∆nq and we let uj “ αjeij with αj ‰ 0. It follows that
(3.6) and (3.10) are satisfied for every j P r∆n, 2∆n ´ 1q, that (3.15) and the first
two conditions of (3.9) are satisfied and that (3.13) is satisfied for j ` r ă 2∆n.
Moroever, we can choose αj sufficiently small so that (3.18) is satisfied.
We complete by choosing the elements uj for j P ran, an `∆nq. We first select
∆n ´ 1 distinct indices pijqjPpan,an`∆nq different from the indices already selected
such that ij P ENn and we let uj “ αjeij for every j P pan, an `∆nq. It follows
that the last condition of (3.9) is satisfied and that (3.10) is satisfied for every
j P pan, an `∆n ´ 1q. Moreover, we can choose αj sufficiently big so that (3.12) is
satisfied, that (3.7) is satisfied for j P pan,∆n`1´ 1q and that (3.14) is satisfied for
j P pan,∆n`1q (even if the value of an has not still be determined). We then select
a sufficiently big index ian P ENn such that by letting
uan “
`
∆n2
∆n`1Cn`1Dn´1maxtpnpujq : j P pan,∆n`1qu`2
∆n}u0}1
˘ eian
pNn`1peian q
,
we get (3.7), (3.12), (3.14) and (3.17), i.e. for every 1 ď l ď n, every j P pan,∆n`1q,
pl`1puanq ě ∆n2
∆nplpuan`1q, pNn`1puanq ě 2
∆n}u0}1,
pl`1puanq ě ∆n2
∆n`1Cn`1Dn´1plpujq
and
}uan}Nn “
`
∆n2
∆n`1Cn`1Dn´1maxtpnpujq : j P pan,∆n`1qu ` 2
∆n}u0}1
˘
2ianCNn`1
ď
1
2n
.
Moreover, (3.10) is satisfied for j “ an since ian and ian`1 belong to ENn .
We are now looking for the elements uj for j P r2∆n, anq. Let In be the set of al-
ready selected indices. We select pn`3q∆n distinct indices K “ tk0, ..., kpn`3q∆n´1u
such that K X In “ H and such that kl∆n`r P El for every 0 ď l ď n ` 2 and
0 ď r ă ∆n. Let sn`1 be the maximum of KYIn. We can now complete the family
K so that
‚ K X In “ H,
‚ K Y In Ą r0, sn`1s,
‚ if j P K and j ą sn`1 then j P El for some l ě n` 3,
‚ for every l ě 1, if K X El ‰ H then K X Em ‰ H for every m ă l.
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We then let an “ |K| ` 2∆n and for each j P r2∆n, anq, we take for uj a multiple
of es where s P K so that (3.6), (3.8), (3.10), (3.13) and (3.16) are satisfied. More
precisely, we consider an enumeration pijq2∆nďjăan of K such that if ij P Es then
ij`1 P EsYEs´1 and we let uj “ αjeij . Since for every s ď n`2, the set K contains
at least ∆n indices in Es, we can deduce that ij P E0 for every j P ran ´∆n, anq
and that ij P
Ť
sěn`2Es for every j P r2∆n, 3∆nq. It follows that for any choice of
pαiqiPr2∆n,anq, (3.10) is satisfied for every j ă ∆n`1, (3.6) is satisfied for j “ 2∆n´1
and (3.13) is satisfied for every j P r∆n, 2∆nq. We can then choose αi sufficiently
big for every i P r2∆n, anq so that we get (3.8) and (3.16) but also (3.6) and (3.13)
for every j P r∆n, anq. We conclude that the family tu0, . . . , u∆n`1´1u satisfies
(3.4)-(3.5), (3.6)-(3.10), (3.12), (3.13)-(3.16) and (3.17)-(3.18).
It follows from Lemma 3.8 that X does not satisfy the Invariant Subspace Prop-
erty. 
We end this paper by showing how Theorem 1.1 leads to the identification of
spaces XN satisfying the Invariant Subspace Property.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Let pX, pqjqjq be a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis
where we assume that pqjq is an increasing sequence. It follows that XN endowed
with the seminorms pjppxnqnq “ maxtqjpxnq : n ď ju is a Fréchet space with a
Schauder basis and without continuous norm since none of the seminorms pj is a
norm. Moreover, the sequence ppjq is increasing and we can thus apply Theorem 1.1
to the space XN.
If X is finite-dimensional or if X is isomorphic to ω then for every j ě 1, ker pj`1
is of finite codimension in X and thus in particular in ker pj and it follows from
Theorem 1.1 that XN satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property. On the other hand,
if X is infinite dimensional but is not isomorphic to ω then there exists j0 ě 1 such
that ker qj0 is of infinite codimension in X and it follows that for every j ě j0,
ker pj`1 is of infinite codimension in ker pj . We can then conclude by applying
Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 3.9. Corollary 1.2 means that if X is a Fréchet space with a Schauder basis
then XN satisfies the Invariant Subspace Property if and only if XN is isomorphic
to ω.
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